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STELLAR JOCKEYS MAY NEWSLETTER
Welcome back to your monthly Stellar Jockeys  newsletter for May 2023.

This edition is a short one, but there's still the usual end-of-month BK dev

post and a selection of community contributions.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Brigador Killers: Debug Panel Additions

One of the things we're most proud of is our modding community. Not

only did modding vastly increase the shelf life of Brigador, but also many

modders contributed directly to the game. One of the modders' main

tools, the debug panel, is getting some new features for Brigador Killers,

which is detailed in this month's post.

Read May's BK Dev Post

Community Spotlight

This month's selection is spacer themed with Zi showing o� their �nished

Prism-kun (click to see a bigger version in your browser)...
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...Prism-kun's adventures didn't end there - with Zi also sketching out an

encounter with self-named spacer fanboy Octavarious SemiColon, styled

after the famous Watchmen panel.

Meanwhile, Juntti ri�ed on an ABC drama TV series with "I Am Spacer
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Posting"...

...while Aniviron knows what you were up to...

...and just when you think he's gone, Juntti returned to give us a Kroenig

version of the Zelda CD-i character King Harkinian (which has since become

a sticker for our discord server).
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If you would like to see more such posts, please head on over to

the #becks_best channel of our discord server.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Month

June's edition will likely also be a light one with the summer break looming.

Stellar Jockeys hopes you all have a pleasant vacation period.

Stellar Jockeys

2711 N Albany Ave #1

Chicago, IL 60647

United States
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